Purpose: This systematic review examines intervention studies using extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT) application in post-stroke muscle spasticity with particular emphasis on the comparison of two different types of radial (rESWT) and focused shock waves (fESWT). Methods: PubMed, PEDro, Scopus, and EBSCOhost databases were systematically searched. Studies published between the years 2000 and 2019 in the impact factor journals and available in the English full-text version were eligible for inclusion. All qualified articles were classified in terms of their scientific reliability and methodological quality using the PEDro criteria. The PRISMA guidelines were followed and the registration on the PROSPERO database was done. Results: A total of 17 articles were reviewed of a total sample of 303 patients (age: 57.87 ±10.45 years and duration of stroke: 40.49±25.63 months) who were treated with ESWT. Recent data confirm both a subjective (spasticity, pain, and functioning) and objective (range of motion, postural control, muscular endurance, muscle tone, and muscle elasticity) improvements for post-stroke spasticity. The mean difference showing clinical improvement was: Δ=34.45% of grade for fESWT and Δ=34.97% for rESWT that gives a slightly better effect of rESWT (Δ=0.52%) for spasticity (p<0.05), and Δ=38.83% of angular degrees for fESWT and Δ=32.26% for rESWT that determines the more beneficial effect of fESWT (Δ=6.57%) for range of motion (p<0.05), and Δ=18.32% for fESWT and Δ=22.27% for rESWT that gives a slightly better effect of rESWT (Δ=3.95%) for alpha motor neuron excitability (p<0.05). The mean PEDro score was 4.70±2.5 points for fESWT and 5.71±2.21 points for rESWT, thus an overall quality of evidence grade of moderate ("fair" for fESWT and "good" for rESWT). Three studies in fESWT and four in rESWT obtained Sackett's grading system's highest Level 1 of evidence. Conclusion: The studies affirm the effectiveness of ESWT in reducing muscle spasticity and improving motor recovery after stroke.
Introduction

Post-Stroke Muscle Spasticity
Spasticity is a common phenomenon and the primary motor impairment after stroke, affecting patients' motor recovery and challenging both researchers and clinicians.
Global data estimated that over 12 million people suffer from muscle spasticity localized in the extremities. 2 Studies have shown that 19% of the post-stroke subjects demonstrate spasticity within 3 months of their stroke, reaching to even 40-70% in chronic phase of stroke. 3 The most cited Lance definition of muscle spasticity describes it as 'a motor disorder characterized by a velocitydependent increase in tonic stretch reflexes (muscle tone) with exaggerated tendon jerks, resulting from hyperexcitability of the stretch reflex, as one component of the upper motor neuron (UMN) syndrome. 4 However, there is still no agreement on the definition of spasticity, which is an indication of the complex nature and diversity of these phenomena. 5 Trompetto et al 6 pointed out that in patients with UMN syndrome, weakness causes strongly decreased mobilization of the affected muscles. Immobilization in a shortened position leads to muscle contracture, which is the cause of a specificity. At the same time, muscle immobilization reduces post-activation depression, which is a key mechanism for the development of spasticity.
Consequences of Muscle Spasticity
Clinically, the spasticity of muscles is related to increased muscle tension, stiffness, excessive reflexes, and possible joint spasms. 7 In combination with reduced voluntary muscle strength, postural imbalances, and weakened motor control, this leads to significant functional limitations. The pathophysiology underlying the histological changes in the skeletal muscle that contribute to these functional deficits is not clearly understandable. 8 It is also well known that the emergence and development of spasticity can be affected by the structural changes in fibers of muscle and tendon as well as mechanical or morphological changes of intra-and extracellular components. 8, 9 In addition, muscle spasms occur in addition to spasticity due to a reduction in the length of muscle fibers and a decrease in the number of sarcomeres in the muscle fibers.
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Most patients suffering from spasticity are unable to work effectively and are precluded from job activity. 11 It has been shown in health economic studies that the direct costs are four times bigger for patients with spastic paresis than for those without spasticity. 12 For this reason, there is still a need to find more effective and beneficial methods of neurorehabilitation for spasticity management.
Management of Post-Stroke Spasticity
There is a wide range of treatment procedures for the management of spasticity that includes anti-spastic drugs, intrathecal baclofen, alcohol and botulinum toxin injections, surgical interventions, and rehabilitation. 13, 14 Also, biophysical agents, such as neuromuscular stimulation (NMS), electromyography neuromuscular stimulation (EMG-NMS), transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), functional electrical stimulation (FES), or even ultrasound therapy are extensively used as adjunctive treatments. [15] [16] [17] Unfortunately, there is still limited evidence that procedures like transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) or transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) reduce spasticity in cases of advanced, non-invasive neurostimulation and neuromodulation techniques. One of today's promising methods, though still not commonly used by clinicians, is extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT), also known as shock waves.
Shock Wave Technology and Therapy
From a biophysical point of view, shock waves are defined as a sequence of single, highly energetic, biphasic acoustic impulses characterized by rapid propagation of suddenly increased pressure in three-dimensional space applied directly into the tissues without affecting their global destruction. There are two types of ESWT generators, focused ESWT (fESWT) and unfocused-radial ESWT (rESWT). 18 The fESWT is typically generated by electromagnetic, electrohydraulic, and piezoelectric sources. In this method, the pressure increases rapidly from under 10 ns up to 100-1000 bars (energy absorbency to the depth of about 12 cm). On the other hand, in the rESWT, the pressure increases slightly and much more slowly-up to 5 µs and reaching 1-10 bars (energy absorbency to the depth of 3 cm). This is the reason fESWT is more intensive than rESWT within the focal area of the highest energy exposure when rESWT has the superficial region of interest. For this reason, the rESWT is deemed to be less invasive than FESWT thus it might be much more appropriate for physiotherapy purposes. 19 One of the most significant ESWT parameter is the amount of energy administered during the single shock, i.e., energy flux density (EFD), which, for less-invasive procedures, ranges between 0.01 and 0.5 mJ/mm 2 . During a single application, the number of 500-4000 impulses may be delivered with the optimal shots' frequency of strikes between 1 and 8 Hz. 20, 21 The fESWT technology is the better-studied and has been successfully used since the late 1980s for physiotherapeutic purposes. In turn, the rESWT is a quite novel treatment, which has started to be used in 1999 thus the biological mechanisms following this therapy are still poorly investigated regarding a smaller amount of Level 1 and Level 2 studies. 
Neuronal Mechanisms of Shock Waves
The mechanisms underlying clinical efficacy of ESWT in musculoskeletal pathologies are well documented. Based on the basic studies, it was revealed that ESWT promotes the activation of molecular and immunological reactions improving blood microcirculation, stimulating angiogenesis and increasing neovascularization, 23, 24 activation of the anti-inflammatory reaction, and suppression of leukocyte infiltration. 25, 26 Moreover, intensification of tissue regeneration, effective recruitment of fibroblasts, and decrease of the tissue apoptosis were observed. 27 The mechanisms of ESWT action on spasticity due to central nervous system (CNS) injury are still unknown. Variable mechanisms have been proposed, such as the link between ESWT-related activation of nitric oxide (NO), which could modulate the neurocytes. 28 Some animal experiments report regenerative properties of ESWT characterized by intense growth of axonal regeneration as a result of the partial destructive impact of ESWT. This phenomenon first removes the degenerated axons and then increases the ability to create new axons. 29 Moreover, it was determined that low-energy ESWT enhances the neuroprotective effect of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), 30, 31 as well as improving neurological function. 32, 33 Another experimental trial reported that early application of ESWT increased the expression of neurotrophin-3 (NTH-3), and day-to-day use of ESWT stimulated the activity of macrophages and Schwann cells, which contributes to the survival and regeneration of neurons. 34 Further, ESWT stimulates neurogenesis by enhancing proliferation of neural stem cells (NSC). This may play an important role in the repair of brain function in CNS diseases. 35 Experimental data report that Schwann cells treated with ESWT had significantly improved isolation, culture, and proliferative capacities, which is clinically important in the peripheral nervous system damage. 36 Moreover, a post-ESWT reversible segmental demyelination of the largediameter fibers was shown to have a non-significant negative impact on their functioning. 37 Moreover, it has been demonstrated that ESWT is successful in enhancing peripheral nerve function and has a beneficial effect on the reduction of denervation atrophy. 38 
Current Evidence on Shock Waves
According to the statements of the International Society for Medical Shockwave Treatment (ISMST), fESWT is a wellstudied physical modality and has been successfully used for physiotherapeutic purposes in a wide range of musculoskeletal conditions. 39 Nowadays, rESWT devices are often used because they are less expensive than fESWT generators. Nonetheless, there is no conclusive evidence determining which type of ESWT, radial or focused, has more effective clinical utility in reducing muscle spasticity and improving motor function after stroke. In the last five years, a few review studies have provided primary evidence to support the use of ESWT for the upper and lower limb spasticity: one meta-analysis of clinical trials on all types of spasticity in patients after brain injury, 40 two meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) on spasticity in post-stroke patients, 41, 42 one narrative review on muscle hypertonia and dystonia, 43 and one authorized narrative review on upper and lower limb spasticity in post-stroke patients. 44 Additionally, several studies have confirmed utility of ESWT in reducing spasticity among patients with cerebral palsy (CP, 8 studies on the total sample of 124 patients, 4 used fESWT and 4 rESWT) [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] and multiple sclerosis (MS, 1 study involved a group of 34 patients treated with rESWT). 53 
Limited Data on Shock Waves
The most recent systematic review and meta-analysis by Xiang et al 42 included 8 RCTs that compared active ESWT with placebo ESWT on the sample of 385 patients with muscle spasticity after stroke. In this study, the ESWT was used as a monotherapy or as additional modality used in conjunction with pharmacotherapy and/or physical therapy as adjunctive management for post-stroke spasticity in adult patients. The results indicate that active ESWT is significantly superior to placebo ESWT, and this conclusion seems to be quite obvious. This study has several limitations such as significant heterogeneity in the metaanalysis, relatively small number of RCT subjects treated with ESWT, limited data to assess follow-up results of ESWT, and evaluation of spasticity based on limited clinical measurement methods like MAS and Modified Tardieu Scale (MTS). The meta-analysis mentioned earlier did not compare the rESWT and fESWT treatments directly.
An earlier meta-analysis by Guo et al 41 has also shown that ESWT is useful for the treatment of spasticity in poststroke patients. However, the authors used the MAS as only one method for spasticity assessment and did not consider important factors that may potentially affect the results, such as ESWT frequency, therapy site, total ESWT sessions, and muscles subjected to ESWT sessions.
Moreover, there was a lack of RCTs among the included articles, which may negatively affect the quality of this publication. This study also has some limitations, such as qualifying for analysis, a limited total number of six relevant articles with only the RCT protocol, the insufficient number of analyzed studies and patients in each of the study, and the presence of potential publication bias. Also, there were no comparisons done between both types of ESWT. For these purposes, the authors recognize the importance of carrying out an up-to-date systematic review and qualitative synthesis to better assess the effectiveness of the ESWT and its effects on reducing muscle spasticity in post-stroke survivors. It is worth noting that thus far only one RCT study has directly compared the effects of fESWT versus rESWT applied with identical EFD for spasticity reduction. 54 Therefore, the primary aim was to compare different types of ESWT (fESWT and rESWT) and their clinical efficiency for reduction of muscle spasticity in adult patients after stroke. The secondary aim was to conduct the evaluation of scientific reliability and methodological quality of recent clinical trials according to their level of evidence. And the tertiary aim was to highlight the importance of ESWT in current neurorehabilitation and to discuss further clinical and research implications in this area.
Methods
Protocol and Registration
The literature search was performed in May 2019. This paper was designed in accordance with the current guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses -PRISMA 2009 55 and PRISMA-P 2015. 56 Moreover, the systematic review was prospectively registered in the PROSPERO database (International Prospective Register of Ongoing Systematic Reviews) with registration no. CRD42018105138.
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Eligibility Criteria
Only studies that met inclusion criteria were selected and used for further analysis. Title, abstract, and keywords were analyzed first, and then the full text was reviewed. 
Study Selection
This review is based on studies that were published from the time each database was created through May 2019 and were selected after a computerized search strategy. All clinical trials that investigated the efficiency and safety of ESWT for muscle spasticity were initially included regardless of study design. All qualified studies were selected according to their methodological protocol as randomized-controlled trials (RCTs), clinical-controlled trials (CCTs), prospective-clinical trials (PCTs), and clinical case reports (CCRs). No limitations were placed on ESWT type, treatment period, measurement tools, or spasticity severity. The follow-up data were also considered from these studies. All literature reviews, editorial comments, conference reports, and letters to the editors were excluded.
Data Extraction
Assessment of papers' eligibility was performed by two independent reviewers (RD and JT) and, in the case of disagreement, the judgment of a third reviewer (MS) was sought. The most significant details of the study, including its protocol, patients' characteristics, clinical outcomes, assessment tools, follow-up period, ESWT parameters, ESWT-related adverse events, local anesthesia, and p-values, were abstracted manually (RD and JT) and the data were verified (MS). Additional significant data were analyzed as well, including PEDro quality score, level of evidence according to Sackett gradation, the journals' current impact factor, where the paper has been published, as well as a total sum of citations and average citations per year for each of the studies (RD and JT). Finally, the data were verified (MS).
Synthesis of Results
In total, in the first stage of this review, 118 records associated with the subject terms were identified from PubMed (n=30), PEDro (n=6), Scopus (n=35), and EBSCOhost (n=47). In the screening process, duplicated studies were removed (n=32) and papers judged improper on the basis of titles and abstracts (n=49) were excluded.
Among 37 other records, a detailed review of full-text was conducted, and 20 more studies were rejected for not meeting the inclusion criteria. Finally, 17 studies were included in a qualitative synthesis for a systematic review. The amplified version of the PRISMA flow chart of screening and selection results are presented in Figure 1 . The papers were then divided by ESWT type -fESWT (n=10) and rESWT (n=7) -used for the antispastic procedure to compare each technology in terms of selected clinical, technical and methodological parameters. A study by Wu et al 54 was conducted using both fESWT and rESWT groups due to the fact that they compared these applications within the same RCT study. 
Data Analysis
For the purposes of the systematic review, spasticityrelated clinical outcomes were carefully analyzed: (1) the spasticity level was assessed with common tools such as Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) or Modified Modified Ashworth Scale (MMAS); (2) passive range of motion (ROM) of the joints in goniometric measurement (GOM); and (3) the most common neurophysiological parameter -H/M ratio (H/M-R) to measure alpha-motor neuron excitability, which could be assessed by stretch reflex (particularly regarding spasticity) using surface electromyography (sEMG). Additionally, such parameters as motor nerve conduction velocity (MNC-V), compound motor action potential latency (CMAP-L), compound motor action potential amplitude (CMAP-A), F wave latency (FW-L), and F wave amplitude (FW-A) were analyzed to assess motor neuron function due to the presence of any adverse signs caused by nerve lesioning.
Changes between each measurement were specified using percent as the value of delta percent [Δ%] as a referral and comparable value for all assessed clinical outcomes. Important clinical information regarding the administration of the local anesthesia (LA) prior to the ESWT application, as well as any documentation of adverse events (AE) following ESWT, were analyzed.
The technical parameters of ESWT used during an intervention, as well as the most significant details of the treatment session, were also considered. All qualified papers were additionally classified by scientific reliability using the Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) quality assessment tool, which is a valid measure of the methodological quality of clinical trials, 59 and the Sackett grade system for evaluation of the level of evidence according to with Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM). 60 Data analysis was performed using Excel software (Microsoft, US) and Statistica (StatSoft, Dell Inc., US). Descriptive statistics for quantitative variables such as mean (M), standard deviation (SD), median (Me), and lower (Q1) and upper (Q3) quartiles were calculated.
Comparison of results between fESWT group and rESWT group including primary clinical outcomes as AS/MAS, ROM, and H/R-M was carried out using the U-MannWhitney test (with continuity correction). Alpha level was set at 0.05 for all comparisons.
Results
Outcome Measurements for Shock Waves
For purposes of the systematic review, the selected clinical outcomes were analyzed and compared between the baseline (M0) and the first measurement time point after ESWT (M1). The following outcomes were analyzed: (1) spasticity level as Δ% of grade in MAS or MMAS tools in 16 studies (nine studies in fESWT vs 7 studies in rESWT), 54, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] (2) range of motion as Δ% of degree in GOM assessment of nine studies (six studies in fESWT vs three studies in rESWT), 54, 63, 64, 67, 68, 70, 72, 75 and (3) 
Summary of MAS Results
The results for spasticity levels with MAS and MMAS in fESWT groups at baseline measurements (M0) were ranged between 2. Figure 2 and Table 1 ).
Summary of ROM Results
The results for ROM with GOM in fESWT groups at M0 were ranged between 9.90 and 56 Figure 3 and Table 1 ).
Summary of Neurophysiological Results
The results for H/M-R in EMG examination in fESWT groups at M0 were ranged between 2.93% and 5.63% (4.28±1.77%) in comparison to results presented at M1 varied from 1.79% to 5.76% (3.78±1.26%), giving a mean difference of clinical improvement in H/M-R between preand post-intervention at Δ=18.32%. H/M-R values in rESWT groups at M0 were ranged between 0.45% and 2.40% (1.38±1.09%); results presented at M1 varied from 0.41% to 1.48% (0.95±0.50%), giving a mean difference of clinical improvement in H/M-R between pre-and postintervention at Δ=22.27%. This comparison determines the more beneficial effect of rESWT in the enhancement of H/ M-R compared to fESWT (Δ=3.95%), which suggests a limited trend in improving alpha motor neuron excitability, at a statistically insignificant level for M0 (p=0.245), M1 (p=0. 245), and M1-M0 (p=0.699). 65, 67, 71, 75 The consolidated mean results for both fESWT and rESWT groups in electrophysiological evaluation at M0 vs M1 were 51.85±4.52 ms vs 52.61±4.28 ms for MNC-V (difference at Δ=1.40%); 3.36±0.86 ms vs 3.83±0.97 ms for CMAP-L (difference at Δ=5.56%); 11.28±2.83 mV vs 11.30±2.80 mV for CMAP-A (difference at Δ=0.15%); 36.17±3.76 ms vs 35.49±3.09 ms for FW-L (difference at Δ=2.71%); 700±100 μV vs 650±200 μV for FW-A (difference at Δ=7.14%) -all the differences listed above were non-significant which indicates noninvasive character of ESWT ( Figure 4 and Table 1 ). 
Local Anesthetics and Side Effects
It was found that in the ESWT groups the local anesthetic transcutaneous injections were not performed in eight studies. 61, 66, [68] [69] [70] [72] [73] [74] This clinically important issue was not specified in the case of nine articles 54, [62] [63] [64] [65] 67, 71, 75 ( Table 1) . Only 11 cases of unexpected ESWT-related side effects were identified (pain n=5, lower limb muscular weakness n=2, petechiae at the treatment site n=3, and small bulla n=1). 67, 73 It should be noted that all side effects were tolerated quite well by all patients and were resolved in a few days. Unfortunately, there were studies with lacking information about the presence or absence of any adverse events [62] [63] [64] 69, 70, 72 (Table 1) .
Studies' Characteristics and Additional Therapies
According to the design of the study protocols, 11 of the 17 qualified studies were represented by the RCTs with the highest reliability of research data (five in fESWT vs six in rESWT), 54, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] four were CCTs without randomized allocation (four in fESWT vs zero in rESWT), [70] [71] [72] 75 two
were PCTs without controls (one in fESWT vs one in rESWT), 73, 74 and there were no CCRs (Table 2) .
Additional treatment was continued in seven of the studies. 62 75 as well as oral antispastic medications and stretching exercises, which were similar for both groups. 63 Antispastic medication and rehabilitation programs remained unchanged from two months before the study to the end of the follow-up period 66 ( Table 1) . (Table 2) .
Characteristics of Patients Treated with Shock Waves
Among the ten papers in which the fESWT was used for spasticity treatment, the application involved muscles of the upper extremity in two studies 61, 70 and the lower extremity in eight. 54 
Antispastic Sessions and Parameters of Shock Waves
In the ESWT groups, the mean number of treatment sessions was three (range of 1-6 sessions in fESWT vs 1-8 sessions in rESWT). The mean interval between ESWT sessions was six days (range of 3-7 days in fESWT vs 1-7 days in rESWT). The mean ESWT treatment period was characterized by a large impurity, and it was 12 days (range of 1-42 days in fESWT vs 1-21 days in rESWT). 54, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] The most common type of fESWT generators was electromagnetic, 54, [61] [62] [63] [64] 70, 73 and the most useful manufacturer of fESWT devices was STORZ Medical (Switzerland). 54, 61, 68, 70 All seven studies used pneumatic generators for rESWT sessions 54, [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] 74 and the most useful manufacturer of rESWT devices was BTL Ind. (United Kingdom) ( Table 3 ). In the fESWT groups, the mean number of shockwave pulses of each treatment was 1882±553 (same range of 1500-3000). The mean energy flux density (EFD) was 0.1 mJ/mm 2 (Table 4 ).
In the RCT studies that contain a placebo group, the following methods for blinding the ESWT interventions were used: sham treatments were provided with the same equipment by only receiving a sound without any transducer contact with the skin; 62,64 placebo interventions were carried out with no energy applied; 65, 66 with removed transducer; 68 or using a special polyethylene cup filled as a mechanical barrier 69 (Table 4) .
PEDro Assessment and Studies' Quality
Assessment of methodological quality was performed using the PEDro scale with a proper Sackett gradation. The PEDro scale was developed by the Physiotherapy Evidence Database to determine the quality of clinical trials. These tools are reliable and valid for rating the quality of research studies. 76 Studies scoring 9-10 on the PEDro scale were considered methodologically to be of "excellent" quality and studies scoring 6-8 were considered "good" quality. Studies in these two categories received Level 1 of evidence in the Sackett's grading system. Studies scoring from 4 to 5 were qualified as "fair" quality and studies scoring less than 4 qualified as "poor" quality; studies in these categories received Level 2 of evidence in Sackett's grading system 77 ( (Table 5) .
Impact Factor and Bibliometric Assessment
Regarding the values of current journal IF (indicating to some extent the prestige of the publishing journal in the international arena and determining the value of the study), the mean score was 2.179±0. (Table 6) .
A total sum of citations and average number of citations per year of the papers (showing the potential scientific value of each paper and presenting a real interest of the researchers onto obtained results) were also compared for fESWT and rESWT based on Web of Science Core Collection by Thomson Reuters. A mean value of total and average citations for fESWT was 19 and 2.05±2.02, respectively. The same mean value for rESWT was 2 and 0.67±0.82, respectively (Table 6 ).
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first worldwide systematic review with qualitative synthesis comparing both types of ESWT used for reduction of spastic paresis and for improvement of motor recovery in hemiplegic patients after stroke. The main findings of our Abbreviations: fESWT, focused shock wave therapy; rESWT, radial shock wave therapy; n, number; P, pressure; EFD, energy flux density; TED, total energy density; F, frequency; Hz, Hertz; NS, not specified.
systematic review present detailed information about the outcome measurements and selected results analyzed for pre-and post-ESWT time-points focusing on the most important clinical outcomes (endpoints) such as spasticity level, range of motion and neurophysiological parameters, which have been assessed in each of the studies using the same or similar and relevant research tools. The supplementary finding includes characteristics of patients treated with ESWT, parameters of ESWT for the antispastic procedure, the presence of side effects after ESWT, the methodological quality of ESWT studies with their level of evidence, and examples of bibliographic data indicating the utility of ESWT studies for the international research community.
Main Findings
According to the most frequently assessed and most typical clinical outcomes for post-stroke spasticity, a total of 15 studies with total of 283 patients evaluated the effects of ESWT on MAS or MMAS grades pre-and post-intervention, 8 studies with total 143 patients measured ROM with goniometry. The first and most important observation is that all studies analyzed in this review show an unambiguous and statistically significant improvement in terms of both the reduction of spasticity and relaxation of the muscles studied, as well as the enhancement in ROM and larger angular degrees in the joints studied. Our detailed comparison demonstrated a similar clinical effect in spasticity reduction for both ESWT types, with a slightly better effect for rESWT (Δ=0.52%), statistically insignificant (p<0.525). The situation is different in the case of ROM, where a better improvement has been demonstrated for fESWT (Δ=6.57%), also without statistical significance (p=0.897). However, the limitations of AS and MAS tools in measuring spasticity should be remembered, especially according to their qualitative and subjective information, concerning validity and reliability, lack of standardization, not well-controlled stimulus, and also lack of their reliability and validity for all muscle groups. 78, 79 The validity and reliability of these scales are not without controversy and probably these impressiveness affected the obtained negative correlation between AS/MAS and ROM on the basis of analyzed data from 15 clinical studies. Moreover, both results are Notes: Legend for PEDro criteria: 1 -Eligibility criteria were specified; 2 -Subjects were randomly allocated to groups; 3 -Allocation was concealed; 4 -The groups were similar at baseline regarding the most important prognostic indicators; 5 -There was blinding of all subjects; 6 -There was blinding of all therapists who administered the therapy; 7 -There was blinding of all assessors who measured at least one key outcome; 8 -Measures of at least one key outcome were obtained from >85% of the subjects initially allocated to groups; 9 -All subjects for whom outcome measures were available received the treatment or control condition as allocated or, where this was not the case, data for at least one key outcome were analyzed by "intention to treat"; 10 -The results of between-group statistical comparisons are reported for at least one key outcome; 11 -The study provides both point measures and measures of variability for at least one key outcome. Abbreviations: fESWT, focused shock wave therapy; rESWT, radial shock wave therapy; TS, total PEDro score by Physiotherapy Evidence Database; EL, evidence level (Sackett's grading system); PEDro, Physiotherapy Evidence Database; 1*, eligibility criteria item does not contribute to the total score.
without statistical significance for fESWT and rESWT groups and could be within the bounds of the measurement error. On the other hand, the most recent meta-analysis revealed satisfactory inter-and intra-rater agreement for MAS and better reliability for measurements of upper limbs than lower. 80 According to the most important neurophysiological data, only 5 studies with a total of 100 patients tested neurophysiological parameters with EMG assessment, of which 4 have assessed H/M-R parameter. It should be emphasized that recent studies have not confirmed another potential antispastic mechanism resulting from ESWT treatments: the modification and reduction of muscle tone and tendons jerks by a decrease of spinal excitability in neurophysiological examinations of the spastic muscles. It is reported that the effect of ESWT on spinal excitability can be excluded as the main mechanism. However, our analyses demonstrated beneficial effect of rESWT (Δ=22.27%) in the enhancement of H/M-R compared to fESWT (Δ=18.32% with a difference of Δ=3.95%), which suggests a limited trend in improving alpha motor neuron excitability, statistically non-significant (p=699). Moreover, all the differences in motor nerve conduction were non-significant showing lack of changes in the amplitude or latency of distal motor action potential and late responses, which indicates noninvasive character of ESWT without any episodes of neuromuscular denervation as a potential ESWT-related adverse effect.
Previous studies using electrophysiological data did not confirm the effect of ESWT on the spinal excitability underlying the stretch reflex and at the same time confirmed previous results obtained in patients with CP and MS treated with ESWT. However, it is well known that most of the clinical assessment tools, such as MAS, are not able to discriminate components between reflex and non-reflex hypertonia. These findings confirm the theory that ESWT influences the rheological properties of spastic muscles. Future research should focus specifically on more relevant assessments such as (1) ultrasonography for muscle fascicle length (MFL) and muscle thickness (MT); (2) real-time sonoelastography for red pixel intensity (RPI) to measure muscle stiffness by indirectly assessing the increased collagen content in spastic muscle; and (3) the novel technique of myotonometry that provides objective assessment by quantifying tissue displacement and examining the viscoelastic properties of spastic muscles.
conducted for rESWT (n=6) as compared to fESWT (n=5), which may indicate a better methodological quality of these assessments and more reliable results obtained.
The fact is that in previous studies a higher total number of patients was recruited for fESWT (n=182), compared to rESWT (n=130). However, the average number of patients per study is similar for both types of ESWTs and is slightly above 18 patients per each study, which argues in favor of almost the same target group of study participants. Also, the essential characteristics of patients were similar for fESWT and rESWT, such as mean age (55.89 vs 59.84 years), ischemic etiology of stroke (101 vs 97 patients), which indicates the homogeneity of the compared groups according to the ESWT type. Only mean duration from the onset of stroke was different between fESWT and rESWT (36.34 vs 44.64 months); however, patients in both groups were in the chronic period of stroke, where the muscle spasticity becomes fully developed, even established.
With regard to the extremities which have been treated with ESWT, the ankle plantar flexor muscles were the most frequently treated with fESWT, in turn, the carpal flexors were treated most frequently muscles with rESWT. This comparison indicates differences in the choice of patients' limbs subjected to ESWT sessions, but at the same time, it supports the clinical utility for both the upper and lower limb muscles. Regarding the presence of any ESWT-related side effects, only seven were observed after fESWT and four in case of rESWT. Fortunately, they were well tolerated by patients and disappeared spontaneously after a few days (pain, weakness, petechiae, bulla's).
It should be noted that the range of ESWT sessions was similar for fESWT (1-6 sessions) and rESWT (1-8 sessions). Even though treatments with fESWT are generally recommended once a week, and rESWT at intervals of 2-3 days, a similar interval between fESWT and rESWT sessions (3-7 vs 1-7 days) was observed. Also, all ESWT parameters for antispastic procedure were almost analogic for fESWT and rESWT: number of pulses per each treatment (1825 vs 1964 pulses) with range of pulses per each treatment (1500-3000 for both types of ESWT), energy flux density (0.08 vs 0.11 mJ/mm2); pressure (1.8 vs 2.1 bars). Only the frequency used was slightly lower for fESWT than for rESWT (4.3 vs 5.6 Hz). This overview indicates the use of similar treatment parameters for spastic muscles, regardless of the type of ESWT used.
The highest Level 1 of evidence was given to three of the ten studies in fESWT and four of the seven studies in rESWT. It should be noted that the best scores were obtained for criterion no. 1 (eligibility criteria were specified) which was presented in all 17 studies; however, this item did not contribute to the total PEDro score accordingly with instructions; and criterion no. 11 (both point measures and measures of variability for at least one key outcome were provided) presented in all studies, as well. A few criteria earned good scores and were presented on more than half of the studies: no. 2 (subjects were randomly allocated to groups), no. 4 (the groups were similar at baseline regarding the most important prognostic indicators), no. 8 (measures of at least one key outcome were obtained from >85% of the subjects initially allocated to groups), and no. 10 (the results of between-group statistical comparisons are reported for at least one key outcome). In turn, the worst scores were observed for criterion no. 9 (data for at least one key outcome were analyzed by "intention to treat"), and no. 6 (there was blinding of all therapists who administered the therapy).
Articles for both fESWT and rESWT were published in journals of similar current (2.295 vs 2.064) and 5-year IF (2.784 vs 2.284). The analysis of bibliometric data shows that several interesting studies have been published over the last five years about the application of ESWT in spasticity. The average and total numbers of citations were drastically better for fESWT (2.05±2.02 and 19) than for rESWT (0.67±0.82 and 2). This difference is probably a consequence of the fact that the fESWT papers were published much earlier than those of the rESWT and two of them were somewhat pioneering articles in this field, which is they are cited higher in later publications of other researchers. We found that eight of ten papers with fESWT and all seven papers with rESWT have been published after the year 2013. That is why, in our opinion, a little longer time is needed to obtain better statistics on the quotations of these articles.
Study Limitations
There are a few limitations of this study that should be addressed. First and foremost, this study is a systematic review based on a comprehensive literature search; thus, more extensive analysis should be performed, such as meta-analysis of RCTs to determine ESWT utility and to demonstrate which type of ESWT is more effective in reduction of muscle spasticity. Second, non-English publications (Korean, Chinese, and Turkish), publications without quantitative data specified (M±SD), and publications listed outside the top database engines (KoreaMed, submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
DovePress
Clinical Interventions in Aging 2020: 15 Index Copernicus, and Clarivate Analytics) were not included. Therefore, the language of the studies was limited to English, journals were limited to those with current IF, which may have resulted in bias. In addition, future review studies should also consider using the minimally clinically important difference (MCID) and/or minimal detectable change (MDC) which are critical for judging whether ESWT interventions have resulted in real change and the magnitude of the benefit perceived by the patient.
Subsequently, clinical conditions where spasticity coexisted with comorbid pathologies after stroke (knee osteoarthritis, heterotopic ossification, and plantar fasciitis) were not considered. Finally, qualitative synthesis of methodological issues was made using the PEDro scale; however, the risk of bias of RCTs studies could be extended by conducting an independent assessment in accordance to the guidelines for systematic reviews presented by Cochrane Collaboration Group. It should also be mentioned that the review consisted of studies performed in multiple countries from different regions of the world with different health-care systems and neurorehabilitation standards. Nevertheless, it seems that in the case of ESWT studies, the outcomes are generalizable and globally applicable.
Conclusion
Based on this systematic review, while the majority of current international studies are preliminary in nature with limited methodological design and moderate levels of evidence, it can be concluded that both fESWT and rESWT treatments are promising. Both are non-invasive and safe modalities for reducing muscle spasticity and improving motor recovery after stroke. Comparatively, rESWT may have a slightly better effect on the spasticity, and studies with rESWT are of higher methodological quality and level of evidence. Further well-planned clinical trials based on multicenter, prospective, placebo-controlled and RCTs are warranted, considering improvements of methodological imperfections. In the authors' opinion, it is time to utilize the success of ESWT to shed light on the practical guidelines that should be included in standard neurorehabilitation programs.
In the light of existing knowledge, an effort should be made to develop preliminary protocols or guidelines by the competent bodies, such as the World Federation for NeuroRehabilitation (WFNR), which associates specialists in neurological rehabilitation. The Cochrane Rehabilitation section from the Cochrane Collaboration, which first disseminates the available Cochrane evidence within the rehabilitation community, might also contribute to the development of such significant guidelines.
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